Zappos Adaptive and Runway of Dreams Fashion Show

March 27, 2019, 5:30 PM PST – 7:30 PM PST

Zappos Adaptive and the Runway of Dreams Foundation are partnering to start a revolution. And, we want you to be a part of it!

Together, they are hosting the first, nationally live-streamed fashion event for people with disabilities, their families, friends, teachers, therapists, leaders and innovators for an unforgettable night to celebrate inclusion and experience the transformation taking place in the fashion industry.

Models with disabilities will showcase clothing and footwear options that make getting dressed easier. Small, yet impactful adaptations to clothes can transform them from being a challenge to a vibrant display which marries fashion and function.

If you can’t come to Vegas, the party will come to you!

Join in through YouTube Live, or the livestream link on zappos.com/adaptive/fashionshow. We’ll also be live-Tweeting, so let us know which styles you love! The first 50 parties (of 5+) will receive Watch Party Swag Bags full of goodies, discount codes, and product information. To receive a Watch Party Swag Bag, send a message to info@disability-marketing.com. And, feel free to share this invitation with your friends and colleagues.

JOIN THE REVOLUTION!